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-.r C-)P 15 November 1971
SUJ1TCT: Cperational report -- Lessons Learned -- 2d Squadron, 11th .AloreO

Cavalry Reginent, Period Ending 31 October 197.1 RGS CSFOR - 65 (3)

2. Lessons Learned:

a. Personneli None.
b. Intellig;ence:

(i) Document Readouts"

(a) Observation: In many cases, after enemy documents are
captured and evacuated, a great deal of time elapses before a readout comes
back to the unit.

(b) Evaation: Documents oftenz contain information of immediate
tactical value. .,hen an appreciable amount of time is requ-red to get readouts
back through channels, the value of the information decreases considerably.

(c) Rlecommendation: An initial readout of captured documents
should be made using organic initerpretation resources immediatA ly after the
rdocwnent is captured. This practice often enables the exploitation of infor-
mation in a timely manner.

(2) Pal Interrofgation:

(a) Observation: Initial interrogation of POW's at squadron
level often yields information which may later prove erroneous.

(b) !valuation: Often captured enemy soldiers give informatio,
wh"ch is erroneous in an attempt to mislead allied forces. Acting on such -in
information may lead to the establishient of falsc OB hol"inZ an'i/or an incorrect I

estimate of the enemy situation within the AO ond TAith.

DAMO-ODU
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15 November 1971
SUKJSCT: Operational Report -- Lessons Learned -- 2d Squadron, 11th Armored

Cavalry Regi-ment, Period Ending 31 October 1971 RCS CSFOR - 65 (R3)

be cross checked with other intelligence sources.

(3) Hoi Chanh Interrogation:

(a) Observation: Information gained from Hoi Chanh'I s soften~erroneous*

(b) Evaluation: In many cases, an enemy soldier may Chieu Hoi
out of necessity. Therefore, a rally does not necessarily indicate a change
in allegiance. Because of this, information gained from a Hoi Chanh may vary
in intelligence value in much the same manner as information gained from a

(c) Recommendation: Cross check information provided by
Hoi Chanh's with other intelligence sources.

(4) Night Hawk!Infant Missions:

(a) Observation: Night Wawk and Infant equipped aircraft can
be of value in targeting against limited areas. 4

(b) Evaluation: It was learned that these aircraft are of
little value when assigned large AO's. When they operate too long in a given
area, tis easy for the enemy to evade detection or engage them as they move
up on his position.

(c) Recommendation: Make maximum utilization of light-equipped
aircraft in reconning areas immediately adjacent to friendly locations. At
the same time, insure th t friendly ambushes, patrols, etc. are not exposed
as a result of their operations. Insure thnt no pattern develops in the
course of Night Hawk/Infant flights.

(5) Indigenous Personnel:

(a) Observation: Indigenous personnel can often provido infor-
mation concerning entemy activities, but are reluctant to divulge such informa-
tion to US personnel.

(b) Evaluation: Often indigenous personnel fear reprisal if they
nre seon conversing on a regular basis with US personnel.

(c) Recommendation: Vietnamse National Police checkpoints
should be utilized whenever practicable. When they Pre placed along traditional
routes of travel, Lheckpoints can lead to the acquisition of infor mation of
tactical value. National Police are able to establish rapport with the local[ people and gain information, while conducting normal identification checks and
vehicle searches. j
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AV e,-P 15 Niovember 1971
SUBJ-CT: perational Report -- Lessons Learned -- 2d Squadron, 11th Armorer

Cavalry Regiment, Period '.nding 31 ectober 1971 R:S vSFOR - 65 C13)

c. Oerations: (see Appendix II)

(1) Rome Plow Operations:

(a) Observation: The probability of encountering .iines in
partially cut areas is significant.

(b) -valuation: Rome Plow cuts are most often in a generally
circular pattern, working from the outside toward the center. If the center
portion of the area is not completely cut in one day, the probability that

it will be mined during the ni.ght grectly increascs since the enemy realizes
that the plows will return the next day to finish the cut.

(c) Recomendation: That an area selected f-r cutting in one
day be completely finished to eliminate the requirement to re-enter the area,

thus reducing exposure to areas most likely to be mined.

(2) Etome Plow Operations:

(a) Observation: Afaluable cutting time is lost when travelling
to and from the cut area.

(b) Evaluation: If cutting is planned to progress from the
UDP outward, eventually large distances must be treversed to reach the area

selected for cutting.

(c) Recomilendation: Consistent with the requirement to clear
an area tactically for establishment of a base of operations, cutting in treas
near the NDP should be acco-iplished while plows are travelling to and from a
more distant cut area. This procedure focilitates maximum utilization of
available plow cutting time.

(3) Hostile Ground to Air Fire:

(a) Observation: NVA .51 cal machine gun positions are arranged
in a trianulD'r pattern near a wood line with weapon emplacements located 25 to
3n meters apart. A secondary triangular set ef emlaceaents is usually located

200 to 400 rieters rnway covring the same sector of fire as the primary.

(b) vsluation: When an active .51 cal position is observed

and enage,,,, the NVA will attempt to relocate immediately to the fec ,ndary
position when gunships depart station to re-fuel and/or re-arm. Upon return
to the are- and resuiption of the attack on the primary position, .ircrefPt[re taken under fire fram the secondary position.

3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



AV.C-YP 15 November 1971
SURBT'CT: Operational Report -- Lessons Learned -- 2d Squadron, 11th Ar:lore'

Cavalry Regtnent, Period Trading 31 October 1971 RCS CSFOR - 65 (R3)

(c) Recommendation: Once a .51 cal position has been observed
and attacked, it must be kept undcr continnous observation until destroyed
to prevent relocation of the weapon during re-arniing and re-fueling periods.

(4) Establishment of a IN.ew Unit Night Defensive Position:

(a) Obsecation: When operating in areas that had been previously
occupied by VC/NVA units, especially where "safe areas" such as hosp itals and
rear service areas had been located, mines will firequently be encountered.

(b) Evaluation: Apparently extensive i.nefields are used as
part of VC/VTA base camp defenses. In well established areas mines have been

emplaced for long periods and therefore difficulties arise in detecting them
visually.

(c) Recommendation: Areas selecte'd for night defensive positions
must be thoroughly mineswept prior to occupation. Particular care must beI
devoted to areas immediately adjacent to the NDP such as helipads and maintenance
areas,

(5) Mine Sweep Operatiohs:

m(a) Observation: A considerablc amount of time is required to

mine sweep roads that are used daily.

(b) Evaluation: Careless discarding of C-ration cans, expended
cartridges and metal links along frequentlV used roads and trails makes mine-
sweeping a perticularly difficult and time consuming task.

(c) Recomendation: Using units must be informed of the difficulties
created, and required to dispose of metallic waste in aceordance with prescribed
procedures.

(6) Hasty Bridging:

(a) Observation: In fast moving situations, a method of hasty
bridging is required in addition to the employment of AVLB' s.

(b) Fvaluation: Because of the difficulty of terrain and the
threat of extensive mining, exclusive reliance on the use of AVLB's is not
tactically sound. Prefabricated IV4T6 br .dging can rapidly be emplaqed by
CH47 or C154 aircraft, thus providing a second means of cstablishing a hasty
crossing. _

(c) Recommendation: Engineer units should have at least one
prefabyicated span on hand with necessary rigging equipment for rapid deploy-
merit by air.
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AVIC-YP 15 N1ovember 1971
SU3JfCT: Operational Report -- Lessons Learned - 2d Squadron, 11th Armored

Cavalry Regiment, Period Ending 31 October 1971 T'CS CSFOR - 65 (R3)

d. Organization: None.

e. Training:

(1) Training of Medical Personnel:

(a) Observation: The majority of the medics arriving in Vietnam
have not had an adequate amount of practical experience in Emergency treatrient
procedures.

I(b) .Evaluation: While basic medical training is considered

adequate, practical application is extremely limited and not adcquate to prepare
fot the many varied situations encountered in a combat environment.

(c) Recommendation: To insure adequate training is accomplished
prior to field unit assignment, medics ave assigned to work under direct super-
vision of the squadron surgeon for a minimum of one wep'k et the unit clearing
station where valuable experience and additional training can be obtained.

(2) RPG Screens:

(a) Observation (made by Kit Carson scout - former NVA): RPG
screens are much more effective if tightly stretched between uprights.

(b) Evaluation: The individual states that he fired six RPG
rounds st a tight screen with little effective results. Others of his unit
fired at loosely suspended screens ond reported one round was sufficient to
destroy the screen.

(c) Recommendation: het as a matter of SOP, RPG screens are
erected so that they are rigic1ly suspended between uprights.

(3) inin f -Roads:

[ (a) Observation: lany of the mines enccuntered in the AO were
constructed of plastic.

(b) valuation: Detection with the metallic mine detectors is
nearly impossible. It has also been determined that the non-metallic-density
differential mine detector is not practical in this area because of the great
variation in road sub-suiface density.

(c) Recommendation: Security elements walking with mine sweep
teams must check the area immediately adjacent to the road for signs of recent
activity that often indicates mine emplacement.
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:::lC-lcP 15 November 1971

SICBJ-,T: Operational eoort -- Lessons Learned -- 2d Squadron, 11th Lr-mored

Cavalry Regiment, Period 'Ending 31 October 1971 RCS CSFOR - 65 (R3)

f. Logistics: None.

g. Communications: None.

h. iateriel:

(1) 14551 (Sheridan) Inspection Plates:

(a) Observation: Many of the M551 vehicles in the squadron

were missing hull inspection plates.

(b) 2aluation: When operating in jungle areas, logs and stumps

are often forced through the hull access openings causing damage to power train

components. Additionally, when operating on inundated terrain, water and mud

enter the hull causing severe damage to electrical components.

(c) Recommendation: The 155m powder cannister top is an excellent

field expedient that effectively seals the smaller hull access openings. Ad"iition-

ally, DS maintenance units have the capability of manufacturing the larger access

plates.

(2) Automotive Component Failures:

SI (a) Observation: The failure rate of drive train components

increases significantly during the rainy season (final drives, transmissions,

differentials).

(b) --valuation: Although this situation can be expected due

to the increased stress placed on these co.,ponents when operating in muddy

areas, positive steps in terms 3f load reduction provide some relief. Careful

evaluation of amunition loads and reduction wherever possible must be stressed.

(c) Recommendation: On a continuing basis, vehicle loads, especially

amunition quantities, must be analyzed n-t only to meet tacticel requirements,

but also to consider the type of terrain in which vehicles operate.

(3) 'lectrical Firing of the 1,182:

* (a) Observation: The nickel-cdmium battery supplied with the

1182 is n-t adequate for sustained automatic firing of the system.

(b) TEvaluation: Apparently nickel-cadmium batteries are rapidly

draine when firing in the automatic fire mode and require a lengthy period

of time to regain o&eounte charge.
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' J AVIC-YP 15 November 1971
0U3J. WCT: Operational Report Lessons Learned 2d Squadron, 11th rore

Cavalry Regiment, Period nding 31 October 1971 RCS CSFOR - 65 (R3)

(c) Recommendation: Direct electrical wiring from the M!,182
to the vehicle system has eliminated the problem.

, 1 , ,
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1. APPENDIC I - Organization Chart
2. APPENDIX II - "Armored Cavalry - Rome Plow Marriage"
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Colo,-.] Hiep, fellow Armor soldiers. It is a groat pleasure for me to

be able to address the 1971 Arnor Conferencv today. Your schedule for

today shows a 6iscussion of U.S. armor e.ployent by the 1st Brikade,

5th !,!.ch Div, but because of the stand-do.'n of that unit- I have boon

asked to sh'rc with you some thoughts concerning armored cavalry in III --

specifically the armo'ed cavalry role in land clearing operations.

What 7 intend to do is talk about two major phases of the Rome Plow operations

of the 2nd Squadron, 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment, in Tay 11inh and Hau' ighia

Provinces -- Rome Plow security and reconnaissances-in-force.

Reconiaissance-in-force (RIF) missions for Rome Plow operations are not

unlike other RIF operations. Simply stated, the armored cavalry squadron

is well suited by its mobility, firepowe.r, and coriunications (the very

essence of armor, as General Abrams just mentioned) to m.ove into areas

with the force required to exploit meeting engagements and to dctemine

the size, composition, and disposition of the enemy. The basic funda'iental

of r connais.&ance still applies -- we orient on thre enemy or the area designated

for reconnaissance.

The standard Rome Plow cutting cycle runs about forty-five days, then

the lo!s stand down for extensive maintenance. Tt is during the plow

st.no-down that reconnaissnce-in-force issicns can be iost uffective.

The 1-iF phasce of Rome Plov operations is conducted for four prindipal

rosons: 10



(1) To determaine t -aff"cab'A ty 'f the area in preopartion for the

I [ return of the 37-ton plou's. As General Abrams mentio:ned in his presentation

this norning, it is :.,stofu] to ciap"Loy ar-or in swanp;, terrain vhcre most

of the effort must b. expended to extrcnte downed vehicles rather than

exploit & r pover against the enemy. I have seen too many operaticns

stopd complet,.l because the vh-.cles became stuc: in the mud. Two recent

tr ,fficabi-;ty analyses in the }oi Loi ,ood.s pointed out the need for bridging

to accomplish -he mission. For example, in reonncit,ring the area along

Highway 19 between Ihien Hlanh and Dau Tieng, it was determined that an

armored vehicle launched bridge would be rcquired. Similarly, reconnaissance

efforts in the lover Boi Loi Woods area indicated a rcquircnent for bridging

to enable the plows to .move into the cut area; this engineering t.sk was

accoailished quickly an efficicutly by the 301st Engineers (ARVIN); 1

(2) To detrnin.e enemy strengths, weaknesses, and dispositions;

(3) To keep the enemy on the move -- to harass him; and

(4) To help in planning Roie Plow operations, for example, the size ane

shape of the cut or which areas should receive priority for tactical reasons.

O"e =y !.. wlhy the reconnaissance phase is meeded, since the area is going

to be plowed anyway. It must be remembered that Rone Plows are very vulnerable

to enemy weapons, particularly RPGs. The reconnaissances-in-force tend to

prevent the enemy from concentrating to counter land clearing efforts.



-- I T

,le seek contact during the RIF operations, but when the plows arrive to

cut the woo ed a-rea, tile spent fighting will reduce plow cutting ti:e.,

resulting in ess acrea5,e cut. We may lessen the requirement for fighting

during the cutting cycle by a thorough, aggressive reconn-sissance-in-force.

Wel, -,hat forces should be used in the reconnaissance phase of land clearing

operations? in our operations in Hfau Nghia and Tay Ninh Provinces, ie have

used a variety of forces -- air force, army, and navy -- relying heavily

upon a co-ibined Vietnanmese/US relationship. Our operations have used air

strikes, naval screens along the Saigon River flank, multi-caliber art-llery

(both Vietna:.se and US tubes), and task forces of Vietnamiese infantry and

US armored cavalry. We have ,lso used "pink" teams (a Cobra gunship and

light observation helicopter) for screening .issions rand aero-riIe lements

in "snatch" missions along the fringes of the Boi Loi Woods. Population

and rtsources contiol taasures have. been important; for this aspect of our

RIF tasks -,., have used the National Police and armored cavalry elements to

establish nobile control points. The major teaching point here is that

planning for the employment of armored cavalry in reconnaissance-in-force

operatuions should consider the use of all available support.

Why the infantry/armored cavalry combination? There are several very

practical reasons, I think. While ACAVs (1!113) and Sheridans (1M551) are

vulnerable to large mines, they do protect the infantry from antipersonel

mines and boobytraps. When working in heavily bunkered and forested areas,

hower,;r, the infantry is essentia) for checkinr bunker and tunnel conple es.

12



Tt. is ri-t nornally desr&sle to dismount rnr cre: in to te

becauze it tahes them away from their crew-served ,.e7oons . A solution, of

cours-, 1ottl.d be to insure that the aniaored caaxy has adequate infantry,

either organic or attached.

no ther practical r.-atter wLth regard to our reco-issance-in-force operations

in MR IH is the positioning of the infantry. Most often we have iounted

the infantry on our track vehicles during approach marches and in mined and

boobytr ,pped areas. But the infantry must dismount io look into tunnels,

spider holes, bunkers, and clups of tres which iay contain cache sites.

Infantry can operate appropriately bctween track veh.cles and to their flanks,

but the ut--pst care must be taken to avoid having infantry directly to the

rear of track vehicles. Upon taking significant fire, a track vehicle c-aj e-ncte to mae adjustments in its position, foa. example, to back to the

rear quIckly to allow artillery support to be provided or to take advantage

of available cover. Even in medium vegetation there is the possibility of

vehicles backing over the infantry if the infantry is directly behind the

ACAVs r.nd Sheridans.

The hey to hanonious infantry-armored cavalry operations is control--

control which comes from careful planning, good rodio communications, proper

use of pyrotechnics, and good attention to safety. Also, when armored cavalry

and n.fantry w.,rk together with low-flying helicopters providing surveillance,

particular c-re must be taken to insure that tho light observation helicopter

13



is not strUck by friendly fire oduig e-ither a contact or when ground

elements are C nucti.g reconn-issance b- fire.

Very close planning is rc quired for the evacuation and aintenance of

vehicles during the reconnaissance operations. Rarely is en ,dequate,

secure axis .vailable to perm-it speedy evacuation. When a vehicle breaks

down during our operations, unit Aaintenance attempts to make repairs.

If evacuation is required during the early stages of the reconnaissance,

the maintenance element of the unit whose vehicle is down is escorted to

the disabled vehicle and the vehicle isbvacuated to a maintenance aret.

How.;ever, once a unit has proceeded beyond about one half its prescribed

rovo, the unit nornially x-ust tow the'vehicle with another combat vehicle --

not a wholly s 'tisfactory s:ution brcause it decreases the capability of

the towing -vehicle to perform its combat mission and places additional

stress on its transmission.

A final point with reg!nd to RIF operations -- formations. There ere

many variatlons to stanrard Armaor combat formations that can be adapte d

to RIF operations in jungle areas, but in practice the 2nd Squadron,

11th Armor-id Cavalry Regi c.nt, hzs most often used thr three shown here

" (Charts A, B, and C). Let's quickly examine the -aajor merits of each

formation,

Chart A shows the line formation. 'Je use this foriation in the more open

areas. 1s you can see, it provides wide coverage with ,.iaxinum firepower

to the front. The forraton 1s more difficult to control than others and,

14



j of course, s- crf'ices so-,e security to t1 flanks.

Next is the flying nedge, which ,e have used wi-th excellent xesults in

light scrub grao.th. This formation provides good firepoer to both the

front and the flanks -- good all-round security. in the dense growth,

however, we have found this formation somewhat difficult to control.

The final formation T ,,ill mention here is the double bust which is really

a variation of. the column. This formation obviously provides less firepow.-or

to the front than the two I have just described, but firepo;;er to the flanhs

is excellent os .you can see. Tle double bust is the formation we most

often use when ope--ating in moderate--to-heavy jungle, sin3e the lead vehicles

bust through thn heavy growth, Lhus easing the way for the remaining elements.

Also, this formation provid.s excellent control and minimum exposure to

enemy boobytr,-;.s nnd mines which, as you know, abound in the Boi Loi Woods

where we have been operating. If mines are hit, less combat power is usually

lost than wh.n a mineficld is hit along a broad front.

* So much for rconnaissance-in-force operations -- next a few words on Rome

Plow security.

As armored cavalry security forces we give close attention to both the

area to be clearo and the night defensive position (IMP) occupied by the

,:1os anO socr.iri ty forces.

15



First, the cutting area (Chart D). Along the top of the chart you see

jthe mobile security force. This force is normally led by a conventional

bull1dozer :hich cuts a security road around the area to be cleared that

dav;. the dozer Jetonates boobytraps and mines that may be in the path of

the mobi'le security forces -- usually an arored cava~lry troop (-). The

security elements operate about fifty meters to ULte outside of the internal

cuting plows. As the Rone Plows continue their cutting, with the area

to be cut getting smaller and smaller, the security element continues its

parallel path around them. The armored cavalry forces screen the cutting

plowis 'nd rapidly respond to enemy forces attempting to enter the screen

or attack the plows from within. When infantry are available, they will

ride on tha security vehicles during.the first trip around the cut -- the

initial Vace. Thereafter, the infantry sweep the cut area well behind

the' plows to sevrch exposed bunkers carefully and sweep through small patches

of vegetation aound bomb craters or ne, r streams where the heavy vehicles

cannot travel.

!Addition&l. security is provided through the use of static blocking positions

p2_ ce astride likely enemy avenues into and out of the cut area. The

nu.iej- of positions varies with the enemy situation and Lerrain, but normally

a troop (-), or two platoons, performs these tasks.

Additionally, "pink" teams establish a.rial screens and conduct reconnaissance,

while rtillery blocking fires are used to deny the enemy entry into the

j, .a,. Anot1lor helpful security mersure is the use of lational Police to

, ,a - population/reso rces control operations, as wa,, done during the RIF phase.

16



To sui up the security aspect, both mobile and static security elements

are used, suppieanted ith infantry and police assistance, artillery

support, Fnd "pink" tei coverage.

Operations vithin the screen are fairly simple as you can see on Chart D.

The plows cut overlapping swaths of jungle in an ever-dccreasing perineter.I ormall-r the plows will cut in a counter-clocwise direction since it

affords the operators better ,isihility. Following behind the plows in

the cat area will be a maintenance element (drag ele-lent) which aids

downed plows and helps extract them from ruarshy areas and bomb craters

and evacuate theza to the NDP for repair. I

!ight or day the near-by D P is a hub of activity. The position houses

both the ar3?-ored cavalry and land clearing elements. -ormally, two armored I

cavalry platoons remain in the NDP during the day to provide security as

well as perform maintenance. The DP also contains the heavy maintenance

elements of the land clearing forces. Night defensive positions are moved

frequently both as a deceptive measure and to place the plows closer to

tie cutting areas. Because of the frequent NDP moves, iie do not make

heavy use of protective wire. However, extensive use is made of defensive

concentrations (mortar and artillery), claymore mincs, and trip flares.

Radar, organic weapons, and the berm constructed by the pl is make the

NDP a foraidable outpost.

17
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Well, ' see zy ti,,je is up. i would like to close ' stressing again that

armormd cavalry. f,-e.s are w-ell suited for Roe Pl'..-.ecurity operations

and ti-e import.%nt r'connaissnce that must precede land clering efforts.

Together, Rome Plj;,s ar2 armored cavalry make a for,,idable team. The

Rome Plow - armoreo cavairy m1arriagc: has proved to b: an highly efecti c

arrangement. I imlieve that our combined forces perforning these land

clearing operations are writing an iportant cha-trr in the history of

Arnor.

Thpnk you for sharing your tme with me.

18
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